. General experimental rationale. Stimuli (A,C) used to map fMRI brain responses and 167 brain coverage (B,C) for fMRI study 1 and 2 respectively. E. Acquisition of reaction times on object 168 categorisation tasks. Reaction times for categorisation contrasts were collected in a different pool 169 of participants than the ones participating in the fMRI experiment. On each trial, a stimulus was 170 displayed for 250ms, and participants categorised it into two categories (exemplarily here: 171 animate vs inanimate) by pressing one of two keys. F. The two-partite approach to separately 172 localize decodable information and information that is suitable for read out in behaviour. For both 173 parts, a local cluster of neighbouring voxels (i.e., searchlight) was used to train a linear support 174 vector machine (SVM) on an image category classification task (e.g., animacy). To localize 175 decodable information, the classifier was tested on left-out data, storing the classification 176 accuracy at the centre voxel of the searchlight. To localise information that was suitably formatted 177 for read-out in a categorisation task, the distances of objects to the classifier hyperplane were 178 correlated with the reaction times for the same object images on the same classification task. 179
Repeated for every voxel, this resulted for each subject in one map of decoding accuracies and 180 one of correlations. For visualisation, significant correlation voxels were superimposed on 181 significant decoding accuracy voxels, each showing group average values in significant voxels. 182 183
Results 184
We examined the relationship between decodable information and information that is suitably 185 formatted for read-out by the brain in the context of decodable information about visual objects 186 and object categorisation behaviour. We determined the relationship between decodable 187 information and behaviour separately. First, we determined where information about objects is 188 present in brain patterns using decoding in a standard fMRI searchlight decoding analysis (Haynes 189 et al., 2007; Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) . We then determined the subset of the locations at which 190 brain patterns were suitably formatted for read-out by the brain using the distance-to-bound 191 approach (Ritchie & Carlson, 2016) in a second searchlight analysis. The subject-specific 192 searchlight results were subjected to inference statistics at the group level using one-sided sign 193 rank tests and thresholded at p < 0.05 (fdr-corrected for multiple comparisons across voxels). 194 Table  211 1AD, N = 15, one-sided sign-rank test, p < 0.05 fdr-corrected). In addition, we found decodable 212 information in dorsal and prefrontal cortex ( Figure 2B ) in experiment 2 which had full brain 213 coverage. Localising the brain representations suitable to guide animacy categorisation behaviour 214 (using the distance-to-bound approach) revealed convergent evidence across experiments that 215 only a subset of voxels containing decodable information fulfilled this criterion. In detail, distance-216 RT-correlations for animate objects were strongest in the high-level regions of the ventral and the 217 dorsal stream. For inanimate objects, we found no voxels with significant distance-RT-correlations 218 Table 1 . Results for all categorisation contrasts. For all categorisation contrasts, we report the 231 number of significant voxels (after correction for multiple comparisons), its peak value (maximum 232 for decoding or minimum for distance-RT-correlation) and uncorrected p-value, and the peak's 233 location in MNI-XYZ coordinates. 234 13
The proportion of region-specific representations suitably formatted for behaviour increases 235 along the ventral stream and decreases along the dorsal stream 236
We next explicitly determined the degree to which representations in single brain regions within 237 the ventral and dorsal streams are suitably formatted for behaviour. For this we parcellated the 238 cortex ( Figure 3A ) using a probabilistic topographic map of visual processing areas (Wang et al., 239 2015) . For each region, we calculated the ratio between the number of significant voxels in the 240 decoding analysis and the total number of voxels, so that a high ratio indicates that a large part of 241 a region contains object representations with categorical information. Similarly, we calculated the 242 ratio between the number of significant voxels in the distance-to-bound analysis and the total 243 number of voxels. Here, a high ratio indicates that a large part of a region contains object 244 representations that are suitably formatted for read out in a categorisation task. category membership is also suitably formatted for read out in respective categorisation tasks. We 287 tested two subordinate contrasts for experiment 1: face versus body, and human versus animal 288 using the same general procedure as for animacy. We found that both contrasts were decodable 289 (Table 1B-C) . We found a significant correlation between distance to the classifier hyperplane and 290 reaction time for faces in the face versus body task ( Figure 4A ). Of the subordinate categorisation 291 contrasts in experiment 2 (food, transport or tool versus everything else), transport and tool 292 versus everything else were not significantly decodable information nor had they significant 293 correlations (Table 1E-F) . Food versus not food resulted in significant decodable information, and 294 significant distance-RT correlations were present for this contrast in the 'not food' category 295 ( Figure 4B , Table 1G ). Taken together, for some subordinate categorisation contrasts that were 296 16 decodable, we were successful in localising brain patterns suitably formatted for read-out in 297 
Dissociating between decodable information and information that is used in behaviour 310
The aim of this study was to examine where in the brain decodable information is suitably 311 formatted for read-out by the brain in behaviour. We found that only a subset of information that 312 is decodable could be related to behaviour using the distance-to-bound approach, which argues 313 for a partial dissociation between decodable information and information that is relevant for 314 behaviour. This speaks to a current challenge in neuroimaging, which is to show that information 315 visible to the experimenter is in fact used by the brain own, the result of the animacy decoding searchlight might be interpreted as the brain using 319 animacy information from anywhere in the ventral stream. However, when investigating this 320 interpretation directly using the distance-RT-correlation results, it becomes clear that object 321 animacy information is represented for read-out in mid-and high-level visual areas only. 322
323
It is important to note that not finding a correlation between distance to the classifier hyperplane 324 and RT does not imply that the information revealed using the decoding approach is irrelevant or 325 epiphenomenal. The distance-to-bound approach taken here makes specific assumptions about 326 the brain's read-out process, such as distance in representational space as the measure for 327 evidence, and a rank-order relationship between distance and reaction time ( Xu, 2016). In the absence of an animacy categorisation task, one would predict that animacy 391 information would not be strongly represented in these areas. Yet, our results showed that 392 animacy information can be decoded from prefrontal and parietal areas when participants 393 perform an orthogonal task. However, our results also showed that the animacy information in 394 these areas was not predictive of reaction time. This again highlights the dissociation between 395 information that can be decoded, and information that is suitable for read out in behaviour. A 396 prediction that follows from this is that performing an active object categorisation task in the 397 scanner would change the representations in these task-relevant areas so that they become 398 
